Justifying A 3D Printer Investment
For Rapid Prototyping
THE JUSTIFICATION CHALLENGE
To designers, engineers and product managers, the value of 3D printers for rapid
prototyping is unquestionable. Yet despite the obvious value, it may be unclear how
to convince management teams and accounting departments that the benefits justify
the investment.
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The fundamental advantage of 3D printing is that

money correlation, 3D printing justifications may

it allows product development teams to easily,

be difficult.

rapidly and cost effectively produce models,
prototypes, and patterns. Independent of design

These scenarios force many to justify 3D

complexity, parts can be produced in hours or

printing on the weakest value proposition,

days rather than weeks. That advantage yields the

saving money by substituting it for current

benefits of expediting the product development

prototyping processes. This approach works,

process and expanding the scope of prototyping

and many companies have successfully used

work. However, these benefits may be undermined

it for justification. However, doing so ignores

by the two-fold challenge they may create.

the value of enacting change within the product
development cycle; changes such as completing

For many companies, prototyping is an expense,

more design iterations, prototyping early and

not an investment, for which there is no budget.

often, or making the impractical possible.

With this mindset, increasing the volume of

Excluding these benefits weakens the justification,

prototyping work means only that expenses

which makes it more difficult to make the case for

increase. This translates to a negative impact on

an investment in 3D printing.

the bottom line that becomes hard to rationalize.
To justify 3D printing based on printing more

The following discussion provides strategies

prototypes, the value of prototyping must be

and guidelines offered by those that have been

quantified in real, tangible ways.

successful in justifying 3D printer purchases.

Likewise, a justification based on speed must also
be rooted in tangible gains that result from making
the prototyping process faster. Although “time
is money” is an oft-stated platitude, the direct
link between time and money can be difficult to
establish, at least in terms that are indisputable
in a financial justification. Without the time-to-
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Medical Device Manufacturer

continuous development process. Rather than

For one prominent medical device manufacturer,

having the discontinuity of waiting a week or two

decreased prototyping expenses is a secondary

for machined prototypes, it completed prototype

value to the acceleration of the product

reviews the same, or next, day and moved

development process. Yet, it continues to justify

quickly on to design revisions.

each new 3D printer acquisition based on the
savings when compared to having parts made

The advantages of this acceleration are obvious

through an external machine shop.

but more difficult to translate to hard numbers.
As a result, justifications are made by directly

With its own 3D printers, this company reduced

comparing the cost of outsourced machining

one project’s lead time by 42 working days. The

to that of inhouse 3D printing. In one program

impact of such a reduction is quite significant.

consisting of 40 jobs, the savings versus

At the departmental level, this means that the

machining was calculated at $58,000. In a single

product development team gained project

year, the company had 750 similar jobs, which

capacity—it could do more work with the same

adds up to over $1 million saved. Using this data,

staff—and reduced the labor cost associated

the company’s justification showed a payback

with the work. Overall efficiency also improved

period of just four months.

since 3D printing moved them closer to a

MAKING THE CASE
When the cost of new equipment exceeds the signing authority of a manager, funding will come from a capital
expenditure (CapEx) budget that upper management controls. This means the proposal will be one of many
competing for limited funds allocated across the company. To show that 3D printing is the wisest investment
among the other proposals, build a business case that clearly demonstrates the value of the proposed CapEx
to management.

The goal is to validate a purchasing decision by transforming benefits into concrete, tangible results. When
well written, it shows that the CapEx proposal offers a strong return with manageable risk. It becomes
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compelling when crafted with the decision makers

While building the financial justification, seek

in mind. Knowing the audience focuses the

guidance from the finance department. It will

business case on the approvers’ “hot” issues, and

assist you in selecting the proper performance

it makes it simpler to include the right information.

measures, such as return on investment (ROI)
or payback period. It can also aid with data

If the proposal is structured to justify a specific,

collection and calculation methods, as well as

targeted application, it becomes a use case.

guidance on items such as “hurdle” rates, which

Although it addresses a more limited scope than

are the lowest threshold for which an investment

the business case and is often approved at a

will be considered.

departmental or divisional level, the use case
format and content are the same as that in a

JUSTIFICATION STRATEGIES

business case.

To build a winning justification that circumvents
Both the business case and use case contain

the challenges of monetizing the advantages of 3D

three parts: executive summary, situational

printing, those that have succeeded in obtaining

analysis, and financial justification. The executive

approvals offer four strategies. Used alone or in

summary is a single-page, or shorter, synopsis of

combination, these approaches provide a strong

the situational analysis and financial justification.

foundations upon which to build the financial case

The situational analysis describes the current

for an investment in a 3D printer.

situation, proposed solution, alternative solutions
and associated risks. The financial justification,

Build on a Tiered Approach

which is the focus of this discussion, presents

As previously noted, the simplest and most

the anticipated return on the CapEx investment

commonly used method of justifying 3D printing is

through an analysis of the monetary outflow and

to calculate the savings when it is a Substitution

the expected financial gains. When combined, the

for prototyping work that is currently being done

monetary inflow and outflow produce the financial

with traditional manufacturing techniques or

indicators that measure the value of

through third-party 3D printing service providers.

the investment.

This is the starting point and the foundation for
any justification. However, it yields the lowest
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overall value to the company since it only

processes, but it is the hardest to quantify.

considers the decrease in prototyping expense for

Because the activity is new for the company, the

work that is already being done.

impact can only be forecast, which makes its
value susceptible to debate and doubt.

If larger financial returns are needed to obtain
approval of the CapEx proposal, move to the next

Target Cost Reduction

tier of 3D printing benefits, Augmentation. This

Profit improvement is the ultimate goal of any

category is based on doing more of the same type

business action, and it is achieved by either

of work that was included in the substitution tier.

increasing sales or decreasing expenses.

The speed, efficiency, and capability of 3D printing

However, when it comes to a justification, the most

remove the barriers of time, cost, and effort when

powerful approach is to address the cost side of

making prototypes. So, 3D printing makes it easy

the equation.

and practical to produce more prototypes, which
deliver more value.

There are many reasons to focus on cost
reduction in a justification, but the most significant

The benefits of augmenting prototyping work are

is that expenses are a current fact while improved

defensible. However, the challenge is calculating a

sales are a forecasted possibility. Current and

measurable and accepted value that results from

measurable, a reduction in expense is more

the prototypes. To do so, the decision makers

tangible and defensible than a projection of

must believe that there is a correlation between

increased sales. Additionally, cost containment is

the action and the anticipated outcome. Without

usually a priority for all companies, and therefore,

this, doing more prototypes could be viewed as

a top-of-mind issue for management.

just an increase in expenses.

Address Current Problems
The third and final tier is Extension. Here the

Rather than laboring to create interest in a

justification is built upon doing something in the

potential benefit of 3D printing, target the

product development process that isn’t a current

justification towards solving existing problems.

activity. Extension is likely to deliver the most

The strategy is to leverage what corporate

significant value since it is changing and improving

management has already accepted as fact. If
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not presented as a solution to a current problem,

established budgets from multiple departments.

management may view the proposal as just

When the acquisition and operating expenses are

another added expense or be doubtful of the

split across departments, the decision making can

return on its investment.

shift from corporate management to managers
and directors.

There are two advantages to this approach: it
addresses a current “pain” that the company

The added benefit of this approach is that these

seeks to eliminate and that problem is likely to

decision makers are more likely to appreciate the

have a cost associated with it. If 3D printing can

value of 3D printing. Being close to the day-to-

be shown to be the best option to overcome the

day operations, managers within the product

challenge, the savings are then a part of its return

development teams inherently appreciate,

on investment.

understand and crave 3D printing’s less-tangible
advantages. Rather than needing proof of the

For example, if mold rework is a frequent

technology’s impact, the manager merely needs to

issue that has management’s attention and

decide if the budget can support the purchase.

management has identified an associated cost,
the benefit of multiple design iterations, made

advantage to a practical cost-saving measure.

BUILDING THE FINANCIAL
JUSTIFICATION

For the justification, the financial value of rework

The process of building a financial justification has

reduction has already been determined — it is the

only three steps:

possible by 3D printing, shifts from a convenient

cost that management has associated with the
problem. Since that number is management’s, it is

1. Determine the financial benefit

a fact that needs no further evidence.
2. Compile the initial and ongoing expense

Leverage Shared Budgets
To sidestep the business case and executive

3. Calculate the investment’s performance.

management approval, consider tapping into
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Considering the strategies that have been

Begin by collecting historical data for any

discussed, start with the monetization of 3D

models, prototypes, patterns and tools that are

printing’s benefits.

representative of the parts the new 3D printer will
make. Use a 12- to 36-month look-back period.

Step 1: Calculate the Value

For items in this time span, gather cost data,

The value is the financial gain that results from

process information and part descriptions.

the CapEx before the investment expense and
ongoing costs are subtracted. It is the profit

Building from this historical data, project the

potential for the company, division or department

3D printing workload for the near term, which is

generated by expense reductions, revenue

typically three to five years. Estimate if the same or

increases or a combination of both that result from

similar parts will require prototyping and pair that

a 3D printing investment.

with corporate projections related to changes in
R&D spending, rate of new product development

Per the previously discussed justification

and product mix. This review provides a baseline

strategies, there are three possible value

of all potential part candidates.

categories: Substitution, Augmentation, and
Extension. In that order, both the value and

To keep the cost justification relatively simple and

difficulty in proving the worth move from low

somewhat high level, review the part candidates

to high.

to determine overall categories to which averages
may be applied. For example, consider the number

Substitution

of plastic parts, simple sheet metal components,

There are two sources of components for the

complex machined parts and bulky cast metal

justification: outsourced parts from suppliers

parts. Subdivide these categories with other

and those made in-house. Collect data for all

qualifiers such as size. For each of the categories,

insourced and outsourced items that could be

determine if they are suitable candidates for

transitioned to the proposed 3D printer, including

3D printing.

both the parts that are currently 3D printed and
those that are machined, molded, cast, formed

Finally, review the parts within each category to

and hand-fabricated.

determine the percentage that will be run on the
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new 3D printer. This provides a gross estimate of

reference them elsewhere in the business case

the number of parts and their size. This data will

since they are benefits of in-sourcing prototype

be used to determine the savings potential, and

development. Include labor estimates for:

later, the expense to 3D print them.
• Engineering documentation and detailed

Now it is time to calculate the actual cost of

drawings

all of these prototype parts when made with
conventional manufacturing processes or by thirdparty 3D printing companies.

• Solicitation of quotes
• Placing orders

For outsourced work, use invoices to determine

• Creating purchase orders

average costs for each category of parts. Make
sure to include all expenses, such as:

• Managing accounts payable
• Managing the project

• Part cost

• Inspecting incoming parts

• Engineering charges

• Maintaining and protecting confidential

• Labor charges

information
• Expedite fees

If including the savings on in-house work that
will be transitioned to the 3D printer, a cost

• Shipping/handling charges

estimate for these parts must be created. For
• Taxes

large corporations, internal cross-charges make

Advantages and efficiency gains that occur when
outsourced work is brought in-house may also be
included. Note, however, that the labor-oriented
items are subject to challenge unless they result
in staffing reductions or fewer new hires. If not
directly included in the financial justification,

the calculations simple. Records of the interdepartmental charges document the expense
of these parts. If cross-charges are not used,
seek advice from the company’s cost
accountants. They will be able to devise a cost
estimation methodology.
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In a cost justification worksheet (Figure 1), enter

production of more of these product development

the sum of these costs in the first-year column

aids, and therefore, delivers more financial value.

for return (value). For subsequent years, apply
a multiplier to the first-year value that reflects

Expanding the scope of prototyping work

anticipated changes to the volume of prototyping

will include consideration of doing both more

work. Note that this value does not reflect the net

iterations of components that are currently

return since it excludes the cost of 3D printing the

prototyped, as identified in the previous tier, as

parts, which will be calculated in the expenditures

well as enabling more components and products

section of the justification.

to be produced. The latter may be justified both
by the speed/efficiency of 3D printing and the

Augmentation

capability of making complex objects quickly.

If larger financial returns are needed to obtain
approval of the CapEx proposal, move to the next

For simplicity, use the categorization approach

tier of benefits from 3D printing. This category

detailed in Substitution to document the

places a dollar amount on the inherent value of

candidates and the projected savings.

developing concept models, prototypes, and
prototype tooling. For Augmentation, the business

To move this added work from the expense

case will show that 3D printing enables the

column to a financial gain, determine the value

YEAR 0
Capital equipment

(- -)

Operating expense

(- -)

Total investment

(- -)

Ongoing expenses
Return (value)

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

($- -)

($- -)

($- -)

($- -)

($- -)

75,000

75,000

75,000

75,000

75,000

Total

(- -)

75,000

75,000

75,000

75,000

75,000

Cumulative total

(- -)

75,000

150,000

225,000

300,000

375,000

Figure 1: Cost justification worksheet.
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of the work, from the decision makers’ viewpoint. As noted in justification strategies, begin by attempting to
link prototyping activity to an ongoing, top-of-mind problem within the organization. If unable to do so, select
benefits that will resonate and can be quantified in financial terms.

Considering the prototyping volume increase, calculate the anticipated annual return based on the identified
values. Add this total to the value for Substitutions posted to the cost justification worksheet in Figure 1.

Wood Group

With the installation of a 3D printer, WGPC made

Wood Group Pressure Control (WGPC) is a

more than 100 models in less than 3 months. “By

manufacturer of equipment for the oil and gas

reducing the cost of making the models, we have

industry. Its surface wellhead equipment and

the flexibility to create larger quantities and more

gate valves are large and heavy, which made it

varieties for use by the sales force, as well as

impractical to present potential customers with

smaller, single-purpose models for very specific

product samples for its full line.

customer needs,” said Linda Knight, marketing
manager. “The plastic models are also very light

In some cases, WGPC could invest in

weight compared to the aluminum models, which

conventionally made aluminum models, but for

makes them easier to handle and less expensive

most opportunities its sales force regularly relied

to ship.”

on 2D drawings for communication. Despite the
sales force’s diligent attempts to prepare for all

Although WGPC did not disclose financial

contingencies, customers often had questions

results, the bottom line value of 3D printing sales

that couldn’t be answered by looking at a

samples is an increase in sales orders. Through

2D drawing.

better communications, it has increased its
“close ratio,” which improves WGPC’s top
line performance.
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Extension

• Different phases of product development

The third tier, Extension, encompasses change
within the product development process. It is
similar in concept to Augmentation, but it applies
to the activities that are not being performed. With
a change to the process, the financial benefits can
be quite significant. However, it may also be more

−− For example, early concept models or latestage manufacturing review prototypes
• Different product/component types
−− For example, highly complex components or

difficult to establish the financial value since there

multi-piece assemblies that that are too costly

is no precedence.

when used as early form/fit prototypes

When including Extension applications in a

• Different applications

justification, look for opportunities enabled
by the speed, cost, efficiency and flexibility of
3D printing. Essentially, these opportunities
will be the applications that are impractical, or
simply ignored, when limited to conventional
manufacturing processes. In other words, seek the
applications that can’t be justified—due to time,
cost or effort—if using machining or molding.

−− For example, functional prototypes for
pilot programs while injection molds are
being made

As with Augmentation, use the simplification
approach of part-type categorization discussed
in the Substitution tier and link the activity to
problems that management seeks to overcome.

The opportunities to apply Extension span all
activities across the entire product development
cycle. With this in mind, there are far too many
examples to list. However, they can be categorized
in three buckets:
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Instrumentation Laboratory

parts in hand, our manufacturing team was able

Instrumentation Laboratory, a manufacturer

to identify more ways to reduce costs,” said

of in vitro diagnostic instruments, augmented

Carl Chelman, R&D model shop supervisor.

its prototyping work by using 3D printing for

“And mold vendors provided additional ideas

reengineering of product components to make

about consolidating parts to save tooling and

them less expensive to manufacture.

production costs. The prototypes significantly
improved communications with our mold vendors

Previously, it relied on CAD models for this work.

so rework was not required on a single mold.”

“But difficulties in conceptualizing a CAD model
can lead to time-consuming revisions. This

In reeingineering a hemostasis testing system,

reduces time in the development schedule and

3D printing helped the company reach a 40%

allows for only the most expensive parts to be

manufacturing cost reduction. The additional

addressed. This may result in a cost reduction

10% savings, when compared to redesign using

of approximately 30%, but we wanted to achieve

CAD only, equated to $600,000 per year, or $7.2

a greater reduction on this project, “ said Scott

million over the product’s projected 12-year

Notaro, manager of mechanical engineering.

production run. The company also saved $50,000
in mold rework and delivered the product to

The company discovered that 3D printing helps

market six months earlier than expected with

engineers move more quickly to an optimized

traditional methods.

design, and allows for more contributions from
the manufacturing team and suppliers. “Having

Step 2: Calculate the Total Expense
The investment component of a financial justification includes all expenses to acquire the equipment, get it up
and running, and operational. There are two expenditure categories: initial investment and ongoing expense.

For 3D printing, the initial investment is a straightforward calculation with easily defined expenses. The
ongoing, annual expenses are a bit more difficult to calculate since they are dependent on how many parts,
and what type, are made.
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For the initial investment, items to include are:

• Labor:
−− Direct labor for machine operation,

• System price

maintenance, and part finishing
• Ancillary equipment and software costs
• Facility charges
• Installation and training costs

In both categories of expenditures, include only
the incremental costs for items such as labor,

• IT expenditures:

IT expenditures and facility charges. This is the
−− Networks, data storage and computers

difference between current expenses and those
incurred after system acquisition. For example,

• Facility modifications, if any:

if no employees will be added to support the 3D

−− Utilities, build-outs (for isolation), floor
stabilization and door widening

printing operation, there will be no labor costs
listed even if direct labor will be needed.

To present an accurate assessment of the

• Shipping expense

expenditures, the 3D printer vendor will supply
Ongoing expenses may include:

much of the data, so a trusting business
relationship is crucial. This is especially true

• Maintenance contracts

for ongoing expenses. Without hands-on
experience, it may not be possible to estimate

• Routine maintenance costs

build time, throughput, capacity utilization and
material consumption to determine the

• Materials

operational expense.
• Other consumables:

To calculate these items, supply the vendor with
−− Cleaning solutions, build platforms
and sandpaper

information on the parts included in the value
section of the justification. With a moderately
detailed description of the parts — size,
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YEAR 0

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

Ongoing expenses

($34,000)

($34,000)

($34,000)

($34,000)

($34,000)

Return (value)

$75,000

$75,000

$75,000

$75,000

$75,000

Capital equipment

($50,000)

Operating expense

($5,000)

Total investment

($55,000)

Total

($55,000)

$41,000

$41,000

$41,000

$41,000

$41,000

Cumulative total

($55,000)

($14,000)

$27,000

$68,000

$109,000

$150,000

Figure 2: Cost justification worksheet with investment, costs and returns.

configuration, and quantity — the vendor will be

using the same multiplier that was applied to the

able to estimate the cost of materials and related

annual returns for those years.

operating expenses. Also, ask the vendor to
estimate the total run time in order to confirm that

Beyond a breakdown by expense category,

the quantity of parts used in the justification does

no other detail should be presented in the

not exceed the 3D printer’s capacity.

business case. However, it is vital to document all
calculations, assumptions and detailed expenses

For the projected machine utilization, the vendor

for reference. There will be questions, so be

can also estimate the direct labor needed to

prepared to answer them with supporting, well-

prepare builds, operate the machine and post-

documented data.

process parts. As previously noted, include direct
labor only if it is incremental increase. So, if the
current staff can absorb the vendor-estimated
increase in labor hours, exclude them from the
cost justification.

Combine all elements of the initial investment and
ongoing expense and enter them in the year one
column in the cost justification worksheet
(Figure 2). Do the same for years two through five,
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Step 3: Calculate the Return

missed deadlines resulted in added expense. For

on Investment

example, tabulate the expedite fees that have

The hard work is complete. The financial data that

been paid when projects are at risk of being late

you have put together can be used to generate

or deadlines are accelerated. While the sum of

any company-desired metric that proves the

these fees may not represent a significant portion

value of the CapEx such as return on investment

of the 3D printer’s purchase price, they will still

(ROI), payback period, net present value (NPV)

serve as a evidence that time has a very real

or internal rate of return (IRR). Consult with

monetary value.

your organization’s finance department for the
appropriate means to accomplish this.

Considering missed deadlines, what may be
significant in terms of actual cost is the total
expense of a late delivery caused be delays in

TIME IS MONEY

product development. For example, if prototypes

3D printing’s greatest benefit is making individual

for a focus group are late, the company will have

parts fast, independent of design complexity.

expenses for a session that never takes place.

That speed provides rapid response on the first

Considering the investment in labor to organize

prototype and the ability to change the design

the event, facilitator agreements, cancellation

and quickly re-make the part. Instead of waiting

fees for the venue, and all other commitments, the

days or weeks for a CNC-machined prototype,

penalty can be quite large.

a 3D printer can make the part overnight. In a
fast-paced, pressure-filled business environment,

Extend missed deadlines out to product launches

it is obvious that reducing delivery by days is

and the penalty can be enormous. If these types

extremely beneficial. This potential is what draws

of events have happened in the recent past and

many to the technology, but time can be very hard

have the possibility of reoccurring, they are painful

to quantify in a financial justification.

reminders of the value of time, if not tangible
measures for a financial justification.

One strategy to make the time-and-money
connection is to consider past occurrences where
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The flipside of missed deadlines is accelerated processes, which may lead to productivity gains in product
development or overall time-to-market reductions. The benefit of delivering faster can be the most difficult to
quantify in a tangible way that is indisputable. If needed for the justification, the monetary value of a day saved
must be determined, and the decision makers must believe in the connection between 3D printing and the
time saved.

If time cannot be translated to a monetary value, consider noting it in the business case as an added benefit
on top of the financial rewards. Even if it cannot be monetized, it is a significant and unique advantage.
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Conclusion
Justifying a 3D printer has been, and continues to
be, a topic of high interest because of the struggle
to prove its worth in terms of dollars and cents.
There will be a time, in the not-so-distant future,
when there is no longer a need to prove its value;
a time when the question is no longer “does a
purchase makes sense” but instead, “how many
do we need.” For now, the onus is to prove that
the investment is worthwhile to those who make
the financial decisions.

Each company’s situation is different and that
there isn’t a single approach that works for all. In
lieu of a formulaic approach, the strategies and
guidelines that have worked for others will help
to get an approval for purchase. The value of 3D
printing for rapid prototyping is unquestionable.
Use these insights to prove it.
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